
STATE OF ALASKA 
ALASKA OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

333 West Seventh Avenue 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

 
Re: Failure to Plug and Abandon Shadura-1  ) Other Order No. 123 
 (Permit No. 211-014) Before Expiration of  ) Docket No. OTH-16-031 
 Owner’s Rights in CIRI Lease C-061648  ) July 21, 2017 
          Failure to Respond to Notice of Proposed ) 
          Enforcement Action    ) 

 

DECISION AND ORDER 

On December 2, 2016, the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (AOGCC) issued a 
Notice of Proposed Enforcement Action (Notice) to NordAq Energy Inc. (NordAq) regarding 
Shadura-1 exploratory well (Shadura-1).  The Notice was based upon a regulatory violation 
pertaining to NordAq’s failure to permanently abandon Shadura-1 before expiration of NordAq’s 
rights in Cook Inlet Region, Inc. (CIRI) oil and gas lease C-061648.  The Notice proposed specific 
corrective actions and a $621,000 civil penalty under AS 31.05.150(a).  The Notice also proposed 
that NordAq provide a check in the amount of $1,200,000, AOGCC’s projected cost to plug and 
abandon Shadura-1 if NordAq did not uphold its obligation to do so. 

NordAq failed to respond to the Notice.  The AOGCC scheduled a public hearing for April 4, 
2017, at 10:00 a.m.  On January 14, 2017, the AOGCC published a public notice for that hearing 
in the ALASKA DISPATCH NEWS.   

After the AOGCC noticed the public hearing, NordAq contacted AOGCC with a proposed plan to 
plug and abandon Shadura-1.  AOGCC approved the plan on February 15, 2017. 

The public hearing was held on April 4, 2017. 

Summary of Revised Proposed Enforcement Action 

After the hearing, on May 24, 2017, the AOGCC issued a Revised Notice of Proposed Enforcement 
Action (Revised Notice) to NordAq regarding Shadura-1.  The Revised Notice changed the 
requirement of a check for $1,200,000 to a bond in that amount in the sole favor of the AOGCC 
and lowered the civil penalty to $100,000.  The Revised Notice specified that the bond shall be 
forfeited if Shadura-1 had not been permanently plugged and abandoned and the well location 
cleared within one year of the date of the Revised Notice.  The bond was due within 30 days of 
the Revised Notice. 
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NordAq requested an informal review.  That review was held at the AOGCC offices on June 27, 
2017. 

Preliminary Findings 

On February 1, 2011, NordAq was issued Permit to Drill No. 211-014 for Shadura-1.  During 

February and March of 2011, Shadura-1 was drilled, briefly tested, and then temporarily suspended 

in April 2011 due to deteriorating winter-access conditions at the well location.  Further logging 

and testing of the well occurred in January and February 2012.  The well was suspended on 

February 26, 2012.  At the time, NordAq was the owner of CIRI lease C-061648.  The Shadura-1 

is only accessible during winter months. 

NordAq’s rights in lease C-061648 terminated on June 30, 2015. 

NordAq does not dispute that Shadura-1 was not properly plugged and abandoned at the time of 

the expiration of NordAq’s rights in C-061648.  NordAq has violated 20 AAC 25.105(a). 

 
Mitigating Circumstances Presented by the Operator 
 
At the public hearing on April 4, 2017 and the informal review on June 27, 2017, NordAq offered 
the following in mitigation of its noncompliance: 
   

NordAq’s delay was due in part to its attempt to negotiate transfer of Shadura-1 to an alternate 
operator after termination of the CIRI lease;  
 
Shadura-1 well site is only accessible during winter months; 
 
NordAq’s operations to permanently abandon Shadura-1 began in March 2017, but 
deteriorating winter-access conditions at the well location forced NordAq to postpone further 
operations until December 2017;  
 
NordAq’s failure to respond to the initial Notice was due to a robbery that occurred at 
NordAq’s offices; and 
 
The delay in plugging and abandoning the well resulted in no hydrocarbon leakage, well 
integrity problems, or other problems other than a time delay. 
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Additional Findings 
 
NordAq failed to properly plug and abandon Shadura-1 and clear the well site in accordance with 
AOGCC’s regulatory requirements prior to termination of its rights in the lease upon which 
Shadura-1 is sited.  
 
Following termination of lease C-061648, NordAq did not notify the AOGCC or discuss Shadura-
1 with the AOGCC. 
 
NordAq failed to respond to the initial Notice.  
 
Bonds held by other state agencies cannot be appropriated by the AOGCC to cover the costs of 
bringing Shadura-1 into compliance with AOGCC regulations. 

Conclusions 

The surety bond must reflect all costs that will be incurred by the State in the event NordAq 

defaults on its obligations to plug and abandon Shadura-1 and clear the well site. 

 
NordAq has presented no evidence that a reduction in the bond amount is appropriate. 

 
Now Therefore It Is Ordered That: 

After consideration of the criteria set forth in AS 31.05.150(g) to the matters set forth above, 
NordAq shall pay a civil penalty of $100,000 for violating 20 AAC 25.105(a) by failing to 
permanently abandon Shadura-1 before expiration of owner’s rights in CIRI lease C-061648. 

The total civil penalty is $100,000. 
 
In addition, within 30 days of receipt of this letter, NordAq shall submit a surety bond for 
$1,200,000 issued on Form 10-402A in the sole favor of the AOGCC by an authorized insurer 
under AS 21.09 whose certificate of authority is in good standing with the State of Alaska.  This 
bond will be returned to NordAq following permanent abandonment of Shadura-1 and clearance 
of well location.  This bond shall be forfeited to the AOGCC if Shadura-1 is not permanently 
plugged and abandoned and the well location is not cleared within one year of the date of 
this Decision and Order. 
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As an Operator involved in an enforcement action, you are required to preserve documents 
concerning the above action until after resolution of the proceeding.  

Done at Anchorage, Alaska and dated July 21, 2017. 

//signature on file// //signature on file// //signature on file// 
Hollis French Daniel T. Seamount, Jr. Cathy P. Foerster 
Chair, Commissioner Commissioner  Commissioner 

RECONSIDERATION AND APPEAL NOTICE 

As provided in AS 31.05.080(a), within 20 days after written notice of the entry of this order or decision, or such further time as the AOGCC 
grants for good cause shown, a person affected by it may file with the AOGCC an application for reconsideration of the matter determined by it.  
If the notice was mailed, then the period of time shall be 23 days.  An application for reconsideration must set out the respect in which the order 
or decision is believed to be erroneous. 

The AOGCC shall grant or refuse the application for reconsideration in whole or in part within 10 days after it is filed.  Failure to act on it within 
10-days is a denial of reconsideration.  If the AOGCC denies reconsideration, upon denial, this order or decision and the denial of reconsideration 
are FINAL and may be appealed to superior court.  The appeal MUST be filed within 33 days after the date on which the AOGCC mails, OR 30 
days if the AOGCC otherwise distributes, the order or decision denying reconsideration, UNLESS the denial is by inaction, in which case the 
appeal MUST be filed within 40 days after the date on which the application for reconsideration was filed. 

If the AOGCC grants an application for reconsideration, this order or decision does not become final.  Rather, the order or decision on 
reconsideration will be the FINAL order or decision of the AOGCC, and it may be appealed to superior court.  That appeal MUST be filed within 
33 days after the date on which the AOGCC mails, OR 30 days if the AOGCC otherwise distributes, the order or decision on reconsideration. 

In computing a period of time above, the date of the event or default after which the designated period begins to run is not included in the period; 
the last day of the period is included, unless it falls on a weekend or state holiday, in which event the period runs until 5:00 p.m. on the next day 
that does not fall on a weekend or state holiday.  
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